Positional, directional and speed selectivities in the primary auditory cortex of the cat.
Responses of high-frequency primary auditory cortex (A1) neurons of the cat to noise stimulation were obtained in a quasianechoic chamber using a static and an apparently moving stimulus presented at similar azimuths. Simulated motion toward right or left as well as different simulated velocities were used. Under static stimulation, most units were contralateral-preferring followed by ipsilateral- and midline-preferring. Some were omnidirectional and a few were unclassifiable. Width of tuning was similar for contralateral-, ipsilateral- and midline-preferring units. Overall, about 25% were finely tuned (< 20 degrees) and the remaining were broadly tuned (> or =20 degrees). All cells sampled with static stimulation responded to apparent motion. About one quarter of the units were sensitive to the direction of the simulated moving noise in that they responded at least twice as much to one direction as to the other. Almost all directional contralateral-preferring units responded more when the apparent motion was directed toward ipsilateral azimuths, whereas all directional ipsilateral-preferring units responded preferentially to contralaterally oriented motion. In some units, up to five apparent speeds were tested. About half the units were not speed-selective (46%). The other cells were tuned to a preferential speed (40%), decreased their response as the apparent speed increased (10%) or displayed direction-dependent speed selectivity (4%). These results indicate that moving-sound sources are processed by some A1 single units.